Job Title: Project Engineer

Reports to: Engineering Manager

COMPANY PROFILE
Hydra-Flex, Inc., a privately-held company headquartered in Eagan, MN, is a recognized leader
in fluid dynamics with a mission to develop innovative products that solve problems, save
precious resources, reduce operating costs, and provide exceptional and measurable results for
our customers.
COMPANY BACKGROUND
The company was founded in 2002 with the intent to “find a better way” to manufacture innovative
and reliable fluid handling products - including chemical injectors, complete chemical dispensing
systems, and high-pressure nozzles.
Listed on the INC. 5000 Fastest Growing Private Companies, the MSPBJ Fast 50, and Best in
Class winner at the 2016 MN Manufacturing Awards, Hydra-Flex is a small, dynamic organization
with an 8-year track record of double-digit sales growth and aggressive plans for the future. Our
continued growth will be fueled by expanding our chemical dispensing and nozzle technologies to
new vertical markets including hydro-excavation, industrial cleaning, sanitation, vehicle wash,
wastewater treatment, agriculture/horticulture, and laundry/warewashing, etc.
CORE VALUES

INNOVATION

RELIABILITY

ACCURACY

OUR CULTURE
Hydra-Flex’s success is a direct result of our most important asset — our people. Working
collaboratively, our team members enjoy a casual, fast-paced, flexible, and rewarding work
environment that is:
• Customer Focused – we understand that our customers are the reason why we’re in business.
• Built on Teamwork – we believe teamwork divides the task and multiplies the success.
• Results Driven – we believe that what gets measured improves.
JOB SUMMARY
Do you like to hone your engineering, leadership and problem-solving skills every day? Do you
have the grit it takes to manage projects from concept to completion?
We are looking for an experienced project engineer who enjoys managing projects and keeping
them on track. This is a fast-growing company where you can be empowered to complete high
quality product development projects if you are willing and able to wear the many hats required
for success – and we’ll all celebrate with you when that happens!
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PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Develop detailed product development project plans, understand technical feasibility and
project risk, meet cost targets, coordinate resources, and meet time restraints on multiple
product development projects. Effectively manage changes in scope, schedule and cost.
2. Understand and embrace roles of interdepartmental peers to administer the stage gate
product development system.
3. Facilitate project meetings, error on over communication.
4. Identify areas of technical project risk and elevate as appropriate before the consumption
of time and resources.
5. Support deployment of new project management tools and practices and identify
opportunities for process improvement.
6. Help develop / review all documents and specifications necessary to initiate the product
development process.
7. Act as a technical and project management mentor to other engineers on best practices.
8. Conduct cost benefit analysis where appropriate to determine best course of action.
9. Interface with suppliers, vendors, consultants and customers to achieve product
development goals.
10. Act as an active member of the engineering department to foster teamwork.
11. May simultaneously be assigned to complete detailed engineering tasks on smaller
projects as needed.
12. Use engineering judgment, concepts and theories.
13. Document, disclose, protect, and seek patent protection on qualified new products.
14. Provide project statuses to the Engineering Manager.
15. Other duties as required.
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL REQUIREMENTS
1. BS or MS Degree in Mechanical Engineering.
2. 10 years mechanical engineering experience, preference for new product development.
3. 3-5 years of project management experience leading multi-disciplinary teams.
4. Experience with CAD software.
5. Proficient in the use of MS Office products.
6. Familiarity with project management tools / software.
7. Demonstrated ability to elicit cooperation and gain cross department commitment from
senior management.
8. Demonstrated leadership of teams.
9. Highly competent in technical writing and verbal presentations.
10. Work in a fast-paced, small team environment under minimal supervision.
11. Ability to meet schedule and cost commitments.
12. Ability to lift 25 lbs.
13. Ability to stand 10-25% of the time.
COMPETENCIES
1. ORGANIZING, PLANNING & DECISION MAKING: Analyzes problems, identifies issues,
establishes priorities and accomplishes outcomes in a sequential fashion; anticipates
needs and develops alternative courses of action in recognition of changing conditions.
2. KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL: Acquires training or skills to apply up-to-date knowledge to
achieve results; demonstrates innovativeness in applying leading edge technology and/or
new procedures and approaches.
3. JOB COMMITMENT: Willingly accepts responsibility and performs expected and
unexpected tasks as needed. Demonstrates initiative and tenacity; exerts extra effort
when necessary to get the job done. Performs effectively under stressful conditions.
4. RELATING TO OTHERS: Expresses ideas and concerns clearly both orally and in
writing. Works and interacts with and is supportive of co-workers. Sacrifices self-interest
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when necessary to accomplish group goals. Keeps others properly informed and solicits
opinions and feedback of other team members.
5. EXTERNAL & INTERNAL RELATIONS: Provides guidance and willingly helps and/or
acts as a resource in obtaining assistance. Interacts appropriately and respectfully with
vendors, customers, peers and subordinates. Promotes a positive company image.
6. QUALITY: Performs work consistent with expected standards of performance; exhibits
accuracy, thoroughness and effectiveness, etc. in carrying out work duties.
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